
{p5} Narrative GIF Animation: 
!
An animated GIF is a moving image in GIF format which is 
made up of a series of individual frames that when displayed 
(usually in a web browser) provides a short animated 
sequence.
!
Phase 3: 1, 2, 3, Animate!
!
Due:___IN CLASS___ !
Challenge: 

With the help of your Table Team, use the following tutorial to 
create a simple animated GIF. 
!
Objectives:

+ Learn the skills used to create an animated GIF with 	   

   Photoshop.

+ Work collaboratively to complete a challenge.

+ Demonstrate technical skills needed to digitize and/or digitally 

manipulate original imagery.

+ Create, edit, and export files following set technical guidelines.
!
Materials: 
Digital camera, Macbook Pro and Photoshop CS6 (in 
accordance with SHSU laptop initiative,) and USB flash drive.
!
Skill Development:  
Using Photoshop (CS6) to create an animated GIF 
• Create three original images; the first demonstrating the 
number one, the second the number two, and the third the 
number three. (Look to the list on the left for possible ways 
to do this.)


• Gather the images you want to animate into one folder.

• In Photoshop, open all of the files you have selected and 
stack them as individual layers in one 300 X 400 pixel 
document. Resizing as necessary, arrange the layers into the 
correct order. Start with the last image you want to see (#3), 
this will be the bottom layer. Then add layers/images until you 
add the image you want to see first (#1) as the top layer.
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Additionally Investigate:

time

sequence

rhythm

repetition

duration

narrative

animation

storyboard

comic book

graphic novel

cinemagraph or cinegraph

zoetrope

rotoscoping
!
Kevin Weir Flux Machine 

Milos Rajkovic 

Tumblr (esp. Mr. GIF, Ozneo, zbags) 
GIPHY.com

BuzzFeed.com

Wired.com 

twistedsifter.com/2012/11/
animated-gifs-that-explain-how-
things-work/

and

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Fj2JV9gZUNM
!
Ways to Create Original Imagery:

flip-book +  hand-drawn + stop-
motion + claymation + computer-
aided + graphic + cell-phone app + 
digital camera + photoshop + 
website + erasure + puppetry + 
motion capture + cut-paper !
Collaborative Teaching Team:                                             !Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
!!shsuWASH.com
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• Open the Timeline window (Window > Timeline) and use the 
drop-down to choose create frame animation and click the 
button.

• In the Timeline menu (found at the top right corner of the 
palette), click Make Frames From Layers. This will take each 
layer in your document and set it as an individual frame in the 
animation.

• Now, we will change the duration of each frame. Click the 
drop down button just underneath each frame image. This will 
bring up a menu where you can set duration. Set the first 
frame to 1 second, the second to 2 seconds, and the third to 3 
seconds.  

• Next, use the drop down button at the bottom of the 
Timeline menu to change how many times the animation will 
loop; choose Forever.

• It is time to save the image! Click File > Save for Web, set the 
file format to GIF, change any other options if needed*, and 
save the image.


• Open your new animated GIF in any web browser to view.

• You will now have an animated GIF taken from individual 
frames. In fact, as long as each frame exists as a separate 
layer in Photoshop, the Timeline palette can be used to create, 
edit, and recreate the GIF as many times as you want.
!
* A note on Optimizing Your Files:

It is easy to unintentionally create exceedingly large animated 
GIF files. The quickest ways to cut things down is to crop and/
or resize to an image less than 300 X 400 pixels at 72dpi, limit 
colors, raise lossiness (in Save for Web dialogue,) or 
eliminating frames. Keep everything under 900K.
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